MK7/MK7.5 Golf-R Front License Plate Bracket Installation
1. Optional step, this isn’t really necessary but I offer it to those super worried about scratches on their cars. Install black
vinyl to the contact points of the grill. The actual contact surface of the bracket will have grip foam tape applied to it as
not to scratch the grill this is a secondary precaution.
3-Pieces of vinyl to be used:

Location to be installed:

Apply top first then roll over the front then under pushing out air bubbles as you go:

Once installed it should look like this:

2. Install the back plate by inserting it in the grill at the location shown here, notice the orientation of the back plate
indicated by the “vw671” logo.

With your hand in this grill opening move the plate into position behind the grill. Warning, be very careful not to drop
the back plate. Always keep a firm hold on the back plate with at least one hand.

Once positioned, clip the back plate into position:

3. Position the front main bracket into position on top of the grill and start with the screw hole at the 2 o’clock position.
Loosely screw it in then go in a clockwise direction for the remaining 3 holes but do not fully tighten them. Once all 4
screws have been partially threaded, tightened them down the front main bracket until the foam tape is slightly
compressed. It’s very important not to over tighten these screws as they could damage your grill if over tighten or strip
the rear mounting plate holes. A trick is to compress the front and rear plate together to see how much more to go.

4. Install the license plate with the 4 short included screws. These are 3mm hex. There are 5 adjustment locations for the
plate to dial in the location to your preference.

Just a couple of suggestions when you install it. Use a good #2 screwdriver the first time you install it the holes are going
to be a bit tight. I purposely did this so that for the tightest tolerance. I pre-threaded the holes about half way to help
you get them started. Tighten the screws in a criss cross pattern like a wheel on a car. Don't make any of the screws
super tight it really doesn't need to be super tight as the grip pads on back grip pretty well by themselves. Like I said in
the instructions watch the foam on the back when tightening and tight till they are just compressed. Same goes for the
license plate screws, don't He-Man them on. Do not use power tools to install it.
If you ever strip out a hole (*which shouldn't happen if done right) a very small drop of super glue in the hole will make
it tight again. If you have ANY issue or questions, please feel free to email me at legitspeeddesigns@gmail.com
Thank you.

